The fact is, that when the事务 were also
-embles at any occasion, they were looked sound
the course in which a majority procured.
A majority might do what a majority was some-
times of one way of thinking or another, and some-
times of the other, but that such proceedings
were always in one unique and constant form,
having for their sole and constant aim, the success
and stability of the institution, and the most prudent
application of its powers. They knew the imputations
levelled against them, of being "aristocratic" in their measures,
and instead of being stubborn to individual persons of whom
this might be said, they often sincerely sought for
characters who might dispute the charge. For the
veracity of this statement I confidently attest
three "distinguished" gentlemen who have been in the
habit of attending these meetings. The charge of
calamity so often occurs in this defense against the
attack of the Critics, that nothing but the majority
to which he has subjected me should induce a refu-
c tion of it.

It is so far from being true that the Critics
never employ no professions, but such as were aristocratic.